Supreme Court Justices’ Activities from Jan. 2018 to Sept. 2022
With Coverage (Or Not) from the U.S. Marshals Service

Activities Jan. 1, 2018-Mar. 12, 2020: Copied exactly from SCOTUSMap
Activities Mar. 13, 2020-Sept. 30, 2022: From press reports and FTC research

Key:
[Bold and square-bracketed] = a newly discovered activity, i.e., one that neither FTC nor SCOTUSMap had identified prior to FTC receiving the latest batch of FOIA documents from USMS in Dec. 2023
Indented and numbered = a trip FTC knew about thanks to SCOTUSMap (2018-2020) or our own research (2020-2022); if also bold, then there’s a USMS coverage report in the new FOIA documents
Italic = D.C.-area trip, i.e., the expectation is that a member of the Supreme Court Police, not subject to FOIA, accompanied the justice
Yellow = a justice had events back-to-back, and the yellow-highlighted one was implied but not identified by name in the documents
Red = a justice was double-booked, and there’s no clear indication where he or she actually was on those dates
Gray = after receiving the FOIA documents, FTC went back through the justices’ disclosures and found several events that SCOTUSMap had missed; i.e., they’re not completely new and aren’t counted toward the “new” total
{Curly-bracketed} = a trip that was in a justice’s disclosure but had no USMS coverage
Ivpre = likely vacation and/or private events
ah = airport handoff
pev = public events that SCOTUSMap or FTC had missed over the years

2018

[12/26-1/2: Justice Gorsuch in Colorado] Ivpre

[12/31-1/3: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] Ivpre

[1/1-1/7: Justice Alito in Durham, N.C., to teach at Duke Law]
[1/3: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

1. Jan 11, 2018
Justice Ginsburg was a distinguished guest at Georgetown's Week One class "Supreme Court Topics: The Role of Dissenting Opinions."
Georgetown University Law Center, 600 New Jersey Ave NW, Washington, DC 20001

[1/19-22: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] Ivpre

[1/19-22: Justice Breyer in New York City for Pritzker Jury meetings]

2. Jan 21, 2018
Justice Ginsburg spoke at the premiere of the documentary "RBG"
Cinema Cafe, Filmmaker Lodge, 550 Main Street, Park City, UT 82930
[appears that she spoke at two separate screenings]
3. **Jan 22, 2018**  
UNF Arena, 11852 University of North Fl Dr, Jacksonville, FL 32224

4. **Jan 23, 2018**  
Justice Alito attended the dedication of Sunnybrae Elementary's Little Free Library to his mother, Rose Alito  
Sunnybrae Elementary School, 166 Elton Ave, Trenton, NJ 08620

5. **Jan 23, 2018**  
A Conversation with United States Supreme Court Associate Justice Neil M. Gorsuch  
Performing Arts Center, 101 Vera King Farris Dr, Galloway, NJ 08205

6. **Jan 23, 2018**  
Justice Sotomayor spoke about civics education at the Council on Public Legal Education's Summit II  
The Westin Seattle, 1900 5th Ave, Seattle, WA 98101

7. **Jan 25, 2018**  
Justice Thomas taught at the University of Kansas School of Law and took part in a meet-and-greet with students  
University of Kansas, 1535 W 15th St, Lawrence, KS 66045

8. **Jan 25, 2018**  
Justice Sotomayor gives a talk at the University of Texas at San Antonio.  
UTSA Student Union Retama Auditorium, 1 UTSA Circle, San Antonio, TX 78249

9. **Jan 26, 2018**  
Justice Sotomayor takes part in a Q&A session with law school and pre-law students  
University of Houston Law Center, 77204-6060, 4604 Calhoun Rd, Houston, TX 77004

[1/26-28: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

10. **Jan 30, 2018**  
Justice Ginsburg participates in a fireside chat  
Roger Williams University School of Law, 10 Metacom Ave, Bristol, RI 02809

11. **Jan 30, 2018**  
Justice Ginsburg speaks at the Temple Beth-El  
Temple Beth-El, 70 Orchard Ave, Providence, RI 02906  
*[afterwards met with First Circuit and D.R.I. judges]*

12. **Feb 1, 2018**  
Justice Ginsburg speaks about the intersection of law, media, and Jewish life  
Adas Israel Congregation, 2850 Quebec St NW, Washington, DC 20008

[2/2-5: Justice Sotomayor in South Florida] lvpre

13. **Feb 5, 2018**  
Justice Ginsburg participates in the Center for Diversity, Inclusion, and Belonging's annual Speaker Series  
NYU Law, 40 Washington Square S, New York, NY 10012

14. **Feb 6, 2018**  
Justice Sotomayor participates in a discussion at Emory Law  
Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 1652 North Decatur Road, Atlanta, GA 30322
15. Feb 6, 2018
Justice Ginsburg is interviewed by New York Law School professor Nadine Strossen as part of the Sidney Shainwald Public Interest Lecture
New York Law School, 185 West Broadway, New York, NY 10013

16. Feb 7, 2018
Justice Sotomayor speaks at Brown University
Pizzitola Memorial Sports Center, 235 Hope Street, Providence, RI 02906

[2/7-11: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

17. Feb 7, 2018
Justice Gorsuch speaks as part of the President's Lecture Series
Lincoln Hall Auditorium, 300 5th Avenue, SW Fort Lesley J. McNair, Washington, DC 20319-5066

18. Feb 9, 2018 - Feb 10, 2018
Justice Breyer speaks at the 2018 Federal Bar Council Winter Bench and Bar Conference
Four Seasons Resort Nevis, Pinney's Beach, Charlestown, St. Kitts & Nevis

[2/11: Justice Breyer returning to Boston from St. Kitts]

[2/11: Justice Breyer connecting in South Florida — different 535 from above]

19. Feb 11, 2018
Justice Ginsburg speaks at Columbia University's women's conference "She Opened the Door"
Columbia University, 622 West 113th Street, New York, NY 10025

[2/12: Justice Kennedy in Houston on his way back to D.C. from the winter Annenberg Foundation meetings in Palm Springs]

20. Feb 12, 2018
Justice Ginsburg delivers the 2018 Owen J. Roberts Memorial Lecture
National Constitution Center, 525 Arch St, Philadelphia, PA 19106

21. Feb 12, 2018
Justice Ginsburg speaks at a symposium honoring her work as a litigator and as a judge
Golkin Hall, Michael A. Fitts Auditorium, 3501 Sansom Street Philadelphia, PA 19104

22. Feb 15, 2018
A Conversation with the Honorable Clarence Thomas
Coolidge Auditorium, 101 Independence Ave SE, Washington, DC 20540

{Justice Thomas is a guest speaker at the University Club of New York, Feb. 18}

23. Feb 22, 2018
Justice Ginsburg receives the inaugural Esther F. Lardent Hall of Fame for Excellence in Pro Bono Award
National Museum of Women in the Arts, 1250 New York Ave NW, Washington, DC 20005

24. Feb 26, 2018
Justice Kennedy presided over the mock trial of Hamlet
Sidney Harman Hall, 610 F St NW, Washington, DC 20004

{Justice Breyer speaks at the University of Virginia, Feb. 28}
25. Mar 1, 2018
    Justice Breyer speaks on his book "The Court and the World"
    Caplin Auditorium, 109 Culbreth Rd, Charlottesville, VA 22903

26. Mar 3, 2018
    Justice Sotomayor speaks at the 2018 NASPA Conference
    National Constitution Center, 525 Arch St, Philadelphia, PA 19106

[3/4-8: Justice Stevens in Chicago] lvpre

[3/9: Justice Stevens in South Florida] ah

27. Mar 6, 2018
    Justice Kagan participates in the National Heritage Lecture: A Look Back at Justice Thurgood Marshall
    Supreme Court of the United States, 1 First Street NE, Washington, DC 20543

28. Mar 6, 2018
    Justice Sotomayor spoke at the NYU Annual Survey of American Law's dedication of its 75th Volume to Chief
    Judge Robert A. Katzmann of the Second Circuit
    Greenberg Lounge, Vanderbilt Hall, 40 Washington Square S, New York, NY 10012

[3/7-8: Justice Breyer in Boston/Cambridge] lvpre

29. Mar 10, 2018
    Justice Thomas gives the keynote at the Federalist Society's 37th National Student Symposium
    Hyatt Regency Washington on Capitol Hill, 400 New Jersey Avenue, NW Washington, DC

{Justice Alito attends the Supreme Court Historical Society Gala in New York, Mar. 14-15}

30. Mar 16, 2018
    Chief Justice Roberts will deliver remarks at the Federal Circuit's 2018 Judicial Conference
    Grand Hyatt, 1000 H St NW, Washington, DC 20001

{Chief Justice Roberts attends a distinguished alumni awards dinner at Wash. U. Law School in St. Louis, Mo., Mar. 28}

31. Mar 29, 2018
    Justice Breyer participates in a conversation with National Constitution Center President and CEO Jeffrey Rosen on
    The First Amendment and Hate Speech
    Edward M. Kennedy Institute for the United States Senate, 210 Morrissey Boulevard, Boston, MA 02125

32. Apr 3, 2018
    Justice Sotomayor delivered a Cecil Sims Lecture at Vanderbilt Law
    Vanderbilt University, 2201 West End Ave, Nashville, TN 37235

33. Apr 4, 2018
    Justice Breyer speaks about the law, interpreting the constitution, and the current state of our civic institutions
    Cohen Auditorium, Tufts University, 40 Talbot Avenue, Medford, MA 02155

34. Apr 4, 2018
    Pioneering Justice: A Conversation between Justice Sonia Sotomayor and Justice Albie Sachs
    Tishman Auditorium, Vanderbilt Hall, 40 Washington Square South, New York, NY 10012
35. Apr 5, 2018
Justice Thomas spoke at the 71st Horatio Alger National Scholars Conference
The Fairmont Washington, DC, 2401 M St NW, Washington, DC 20037

36. Apr 6, 2018
Justice Ginsburg visits Georgetown Law to inaugurate the Annual Ruth Bader Ginsburg Lecture Series
Hart Auditorium, Georgetown University Law Center, 600 New Jersey Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001

37. Apr 8, 2018
Justice Alito was part of the judging panel for the Irving R. Kaufman Memorial Securities Law Moot Court Competition
Fordham University School of Law, 150 W 62nd Street, New York, NY 10023

38. Apr 10, 2018
Justice Kennedy spoke at a lunch celebrating 100 years of the Sacramento County Bar
Arden Hills Resort Club & Spa, 1220 Arden Hills Lane, Sacramento, CA 95864

39. Apr 10, 2018
Justice Ginsburg presided over a naturalization ceremony and spoke to fellows from the Immigrant Justice Corps.
New-York Historical Society, 170 Central Park West, New York, NY 10024

40. Apr 11, 2018
Justice Breyer delivers the Roger Allan Moore Lecture on Values and Medicine
The Joseph B. Martin Conference Center, 77 Avenue Louis Pasteur, Boston, MA 02115

41. Apr 13, 2018
Justice Sotomayor receives the Lifetime Achievement Award at the Ninth Annual DVF Awards
United Nations, New York, NY 10017

{Justice Kennedy attends Colonial Williamsburg Foundation board meetings, Apr. 20-21}

42. Apr 25, 2018
Justice Gorsuch was inducted as an Honorary Life Fellow of the Foundation of the FBA and presented awards to the winners of the FBA 2018 Civics Essay and Video Contest
Supreme Court of the United States, 1 First St NE, Washington, DC 20543

[4/26-29: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

[4/27: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

[4/29-5/4: Justice Sotomayor in Puerto Rico for several public events] lvpre

43. Apr 30, 2018
Justice Kagan speaks at the 67th Annual Meeting of the Seventh Circuit Bar Association and Judicial Conference of the Seventh Circuit
Radisson Blu Aqua Hotel, 221 N Columbus Drive, Chicago, IL 60601

44. May 2, 2018 - May 5, 2018
Justice Ginsburg speaks at the 14th Biennial Conference of the International Association of Women Judges
Hilton Buenos Aires, AV Macacha Guemes 351 Buenos Aires, C1106BKG Argentina
45. May 5, 2018
   Justice Thomas speaks at the Eleventh Circuit Judicial Conference
   Sawgrass Marriott Hotel, 1000 PGA Tour Blvd, Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082

46. May 6, 2018
   Justice Ginsburg speaks at the FJA's Ninth Quadrennial Conference
   Washington Marriott Georgetown, 1221 22nd St NW, Washington, DC 20037

47. May 12, 2018
   Justice Thomas delivers the commencement speech at Christendom College
   Christendom College, 134 Christendom Dr, Front Royal, VA 22630

[5/14-15: Justice Breyer in New York City area] lvpre plus ah

48. May 17, 2018
   Justice Kagan speaks at the Sixth Circuit Judicial Conference
   Country Music Hall of Fame, 222 5th Ave S, Nashville, TN 37203

[5/19: Justice Breyer in Boston, returning from Pritzker Prize Ceremony in Toronto]

49. May 21, 2018
   Justice Ginsburg receives the ALI's Henry J. Friendly Medal, presented by Chief Justice Roberts
   The Ritz-Carlton, Washington DC, 1150 22nd St NW Washington, DC 2003

50. May 21, 2018
   Justice Kagan speaks at the ALI Annual Meeting's Members Reception
   Ronald Reagan Building and International Trade Center, 1300 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC 20004

51. May 22, 2018
   Justice Ginsburg introduces Barbara Babcock at the 2018 Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg Distinguished Lecture
   on Women and the Law
   New York City Bar Association, 42 W 44th St, New York, NY 10036

[5/24-29: Justice Kennedy in New York City] lvpre

[5/24: Justice Breyer in Boston, flying somewhere for Memorial Day weekend] ah

[5/24-29: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

[5/29: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

52. Jun 1, 2018
   Justice Breyer delivers the commencement address for New York Law School
   Carnegie Hall, 881 7th Avenue, New York, NY 10019

{Justice Alito teaches at Duke Law School, June 1-2}

[6/3: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

[6/6-11: Justice Alito in Boston] lvpre

53. Jun 7, 2018
   Chief Justice Roberts delivers the commencement address at Stone Ridge School of the Sacred Heart
   Stone Ridge School of the Sacred Heart, 9101 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20814
54. Jun 8, 2018
Justice Sotomayor speaks with Professor Melissa Murray at the ACS National Convention 2018
Capital Hilton, 1001 16th St NW, Washington, DC 20036

[6/11: Justice Kennedy in New York City to give a high school commencement address at Lincoln Center] pev

55. Jun 14, 2018
Justice Kennedy speaks to the graduating class at the Packer Collegiate Institute
The Packer Collegiate Institute Garden, 170 Joralemon St, Brooklyn, NY 11201

56. Jun 14, 2018
The Importance of Judicial Independence to the Rule of Law, event with Justice Breyer
New York City Bar Association, 42 W 44th St, New York, NY 10036

[6/14-17: Justice Kagan in Boulder, Colo.] lvpre

[6/15-17: Justice Kennedy in San Francisco] lvpre

57. Jun 15, 2018
Justice Ginsburg and Chief Justice Roberts spoke at the Second Circuit Judicial Conference
Saratoga Springs City Center, 522 Broadway, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

[6/21: Justice Stevens in South Florida] ah

58. Jun 25, 2018
Justices Ginsburg, Breyer, and Kagan participate in a mock trial based on a case from the upcoming production of Camelot
Sidney Harman Hall, 610 F Street NW, Washington, DC 20004

[6/26 or 6/27-7/30: Justice Sotomayor in New York City, which included several redacted events] pev

[6/28: Justice Souter in Cambridge, Mass.] pev

59. Jun 29, 2018
Chief Justice Roberts speaks at the 2018 Fourth Circuit Judicial Conference
The Greenbrier, 300 West Main Street, White Sulphur Springs, WV 24986

60. Jul 1, 2018 - Jul 20, 2018
Justice Kennedy co-teaches a course on freedom of expression for University of the Pacific's McGeorge School of Law summer program in Salzburg
University of Salzburg Faculty of Law Building, Kapitelgasse 4-6, 5020 Salzburg, Austria

61. Jul 4, 2018
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg is honored with the Inaugural Genesis Lifetime Achievement Award
Yitzhak Rabin Center, Chaim Levanon St 8, Tel Aviv-Yafo, 61175, Israel

62. Jul 5, 2018
Justice Ginsburg speaks at Jerusalem Cinematheque following a screening of "RBG"
Jerusalem Cinematheque, Hebron Rd 11, Jerusalem, Israel
63. Jul 6, 2018
Justice Ginsburg met with women's groups and sat for a conversation with former President of the Israeli Supreme Court Dorit Beinisch
United States Embassy in Israel, 14 David Flusser Street, Jerusalem, Israel

64. Jul 7, 2018
McCloskey Speaker Series: A Conversation with Justice Stephen Breyer [part of the Aspen Ideas Fest, as noted in his disclosure]
Greenwald Pavilion, 1000 N. Third St. Aspen, CO 81611

65. Jul 8, 2018 - Jul 13, 2018
Justice Ginsburg is a guest lecturer for the Rome Study Law Abroad Program in the summer of 2018
John Felice Rome Center at Loyola University Chicago's Rome Center Campus, Via Massimi, 114-A, 00136 Rome, Italy

[7/9: Justice Breyer in Boston, returning from Aspen]

66. Jul 13, 2018
2018 Congressional Summer Intern Lecture Series: Supreme Court Justice Elena Kagan
The US Capitol Visitor Center Auditorium, First St NE, Washington, DC 20515

67. Jul 16, 2018 - Jul 31, 2018
Justice Gorsuch co-teaches a course on national security and separation of powers
Padua, Italy

[7/19-25: Justice Breyer in Sun Valley, Idaho, for the Sun Valley Writers Conference]

68. Jul 20, 2018
Justice Kennedy spoke at the Bohemian Club's annual retreat
Bohemian Grove, 20601 Bohemian Ave, Monte Rio, CA 95462

69. Jul 25, 2018
Justice Kagan took part in a question-and-answer session with University of Chicago students
Supreme Court of the United States, 1 First St NE, Washington, DC 20543

70. Jul 26, 2018
Justice Kennedy participates in the Conversation with the Justice segment at the 2018 Ninth Circuit Judicial Conference
Anaheim Marriott Hotel, 700 West Convention Way, Anaheim, CA 92802, USA

[7/26: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah


71. Jul 29, 2018
Justice Ginsburg participates in a post-show conversation after a performance of “The Originalist”
59E59 Theaters, 59 E 59th St, New York, NY 10022

72. Jul 31, 2018
2018 Congressional Summer Intern Lecture Series: Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Supreme Court of the United States, 1 First St NE, Washington, DC 20543
73. Aug 1, 2018
Justice Ginsburg discusses the 2017-18 Supreme Court term
Jones Day, 51 Louisiana Ave NW, Washington, DC 20001

[8/2: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

[8/5-9: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre
[8/6-13: Justice Ginsburg in Santa Fe for the opera] lvpre

[8/6-12: Justice Gorsuch in Colorado] lvpre

74. Aug 9, 2018
Justice Sotomayor spoke at the keel-laying ceremony for an Expeditionary Fast Transport ship that will go into service as the USNS Puerto Rico
Austal USA, 1 Dunlap Dr, Mobile, AL 36602

[8/11: Justice Kagan in Boston] lvpre

[8/12-16: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

[8/16-20: Justice Ginsburg in Cooperstown, N.Y., for the opera] lvpre

75. Aug 16, 2018
Justice Gorsuch delivers a special lecture to Drake Law School students, faculty, and staff
Harmon Fine Arts Center, 2505 Carpenter Ave, Des Moines, IA 50311

76. Aug 17, 2018
Justice Gorsuch speaks at the Eighth Circuit Judicial Conference
Iowa Events Center - Community Choice Credit Union Convention Center, 833 5th Avenue, Des Moines, IA 50309

[8/19: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

[8/20-23: Justice Sotomayor to New York] lvpre

77. Aug 23, 2018
Justice Sotomayor speaks at the opening session of the 2018 Tenth Circuit Bench and Bar Conference
The Broadmoor, 1 Lake Ave, Colorado Springs, CO 80906

78. Aug 23, 2018
Justice Ginsburg was the special guest at a celebration of 95 years of women in the Delaware Bar
Hyatt Regency Washington on Capitol Hill, 400 New Jersey Ave NW, Washington, DC 20001

79. Aug 24, 2018
Justice Gorsuch will be honored with a portrait presentation and participate in a fireside chat at the 2018 Tenth Circuit Bench and Bar Conference
The Broadmoor, 1 Lake Ave, Colorado Springs, CO 80906

80. Aug 24, 2018
Justice Sotomayor introduces Bryan Stevenson at the session, "Creating a More Just Society"
The Broadmoor, 1 Lake Ave, Colorado Springs, CO 80906

81. Aug 26, 2018
2018 One Book, One Community Kick-Off Event: An Evening with Justice Sotomayor
East Lansing High School Theater, 509 Burcham Drive, East Lansing, MI 48823
82. Aug 26, 2018
   Justice Ginsburg spoke at a Women's Equality Day celebration
   Belmont-Paul Women's Equality National Monument, 144 Constitution Ave NE, Washington, DC 20002

83. Aug 27, 2018
   Justice Sotomayor speaks at the MSU Academic Welcome
   Jack Breslin Student Events Center, 534 Birch Road, East Lansing, MI 48823

[8/27-29: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lypre

84. Aug 30, 2018
   A Conversation with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Elena Kagan
   Milstein East, 1585 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge, MA 02138
   Also taught a class at HLS that week, per her disclosure


85. Sep 1, 2018
   Justice Sotomayor is interviewed by Librarian of Congress Carla Hayden about her new book for the 2018 National Book Festival
   Walter E. Washington Convention Center, 801 Mt Vernon Pl NW, Washington, DC 20001

[9/5-7: Justice Kennedy in New York City] lypre

86. Sep 5, 2018
   Sonia Sotomayor | Turning Pages: My Life Story, Pasando Páginas, and The Beloved World of Sonia Sotomayor
   Parkway Central Library, 1901 Vine Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103

87. Sep 6, 2018
   Justice Kagan received the 2018 Marshall-Wythe Medallion
   Wren Building, 111 Jamestown Road, Williamsburg, VA 23185
   Possible SCPD protection, since it’s 150 miles from SCOTUS

88. Sep 6, 2018
   Justice Sotomayor discusses her two new children's books
   Touhill Performing Arts Center, One University Blvd, St. Louis, MO 63121
   [also spoke to two elementary school classes]

89. Sep 7, 2018
   A Special Evening With Sonia Sotomayor
   Wyly Theater, 2400 Flora Street, Dallas, TX 75201

90. Sep 8, 2018
   Justice Thomas gives the inaugural Gregory S. Coleman Memorial Lecture at The Federalist Society's 2018 Texas Chapters Conference
   Fort Worth Convention Center, 1201 Houston Street, Fort Worth, TX 76101

91. Sep 8, 2018
   BookPeople Presents: Sonia Sotomayor
   First Baptist Church of Austin, 901 Trinity Street, Austin, TX 78749
92. Sep 9, 2018
University Book Store and the UW School of Law Present Sonia Sotomayor
Kane Hall 130, 4069 Spokane Lane, Seattle, WA 98105

[9/10: Justice Breyer in Cambridge for a speaking event at the Harvard Memorial Church]

93. Sep 10, 2018
Sonia Sotomayor in Conversation with Pam Muñoz Ryan
SJSU Hammer Theatre Center, 101 Paseo De San Antonio, San Jose, CA 95113

94. Sep 11, 2018
An Evening with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor
First Congregational Church of Los Angeles, 540 South Commonwealth Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90020
[also spoke at middle school and a high school]

95. Sep 12, 2018
A Conversation with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Lisner Auditorium, 730 21st St NW, Washington, DC 20052

96. Sep 12, 2018
Justice Kagan spoke with journalist Dahlia Lithwick as part of the Steinhardt Speaker Series
Hannah Senesh Community Day School, 342 Smith St, Brooklyn, NY 11231

[9/13-15: Justices Breyer, Sotomayor and Kagan attend events at Yale Law School (mistakenly listed as taking place Aug. 12-14 on Breyer’s disclosure)]

97. Sep 14, 2018
An Evening with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor
Brooklyn Public Library, 10 Grand Army Plaza, Brooklyn, NY 11238

98. Sep 15, 2018
Justice Ginsburg participated in a conversation on opera
University Club of Chicago, 76 E Monroe Street, Chicago, IL 60603

99. Sep 16, 2018
An Afternoon with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor at the Newark Public Library
Newark Public Library, 5 Washington Street, Newark, New Jersey 07102

[9/17-24: Justice Kennedy in New York to meet with the Devitt Committee and the Opperman Foundation]

100. Sep 17, 2018
A Constitution Day Celebration with Associate Justice Sonia Sotomayor, U.S. Supreme Court
NYU Skirball Center Auditorium, 566 LaGuardia Place, New York, NY 10012

101. Sep 20, 2018
Justice Ginsburg spoke at West Point as part of the Zengerle Family Lecture Series in the Arts and Humanities
Eisenhower Hall Theatre, 655 Pitcher Road, West Point, NY 10996

102. Sep 21, 2018
A Conversation with Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg ’59
Alfred Lerner Hall, Roone Arledge Auditorium, 2920 Broadway, New York, NY 10027
103. Sep 21, 2018
   An Honorary Degree Ceremony and Conversation with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Elena Kagan
   Hunter North Assembly Hall, 695 Park Ave, New York, NY 10065
   [also gives talk at Columbia University that evening]

104. Sep 21, 2018
   Justice Ginsburg participates in a Q&A session after a screening of the RBG documentary
   Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism, 2950 Broadway, New York, NY 10027

105. Sep 21, 2018
   Justice Alito spoke at a ceremony renaming and dedicating Steinert High School's library in his honor
   Steinert High School, 2900 Klockner Rd, Hamilton Township, NJ 08690

[9/24-30: Justice Kennedy in Southern California to attend Ninth Circuit new law clerks’ orientation] pev

106. Sep 26, 2018
   Justice Ginsburg addresses 1Ls at Georgetown Law
   Hart Auditorium, 600 New Jersey Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20001

107. Sep 26, 2018
   Honoring the 20th Anniversary of the Moakley U.S. Courthouse, event with Justice Stephen Breyer
   John Joseph Moakley United States Courthouse, 1 Courthouse Way, Boston, MA 02210

108. Sep 27, 2018
   Justice Kagan delivered remarks at UCLA Law
   University of California, Los Angeles, 385 Charles E Young Dr E, Los Angeles, CA 90095
   [also sat for a Q&A at the music school]

109. Sep 27, 2018
   Justice Sotomayor spoke at the National Reading Coalition 2018
   Four Seasons Hotel, 2800 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC 20007

110. Sep 28, 2018
   Justice Kennedy spoke to local high school students at a Constitution Day celebration
   United States District Court, Eastern District of California, 501 I St # 4200, Sacramento, CA 95814

111. Sep 29, 2018
   Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor - Turning Pages and the Beloved World of Sonia Sotomayor
   Sidwell Friends Meeting House, 3825 Wisconsin Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20016

112. Oct 4, 2018
   Justice Breyer speaks at The Atlantic Festival
   Sidney Harman Hall, 610 F Street, NW, Washington, DC 20004

113. Oct 4, 2018
   Five justices attended the unveiling of a statue of Justice Antonin Scalia at GMU
   Hazel Hall, Antonin Scalia Law School, 3301 Fairfax Dr, Arlington, VA 22201

114. Oct 4, 2018
   Retired Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens talks with Palm Beach post columnist Frank Cerabino
   Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Boca Raton, 2601 St Andrews Blvd, Boca Raton, FL 33434

[10/5-8: Justice Breyer in Boston] lvpre

[10/5-8: Justice Alito in New York City for a Magnificat Day celebration at the Kings Theater, Brooklyn] lvpre
115. Oct 5, 2018
Justices Sotomayor and Kagan will sit for a conversation as part of the conference "She Roars: Celebrating Women at Princeton"
L. Stockwell Jadwin Gymnasium, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, 08540

116. Oct 6, 2018
Turning Pages: My Life Story, with Justice Sotomayor
Tysons Corner Mall, 7851 L. Tysons Corner Center McLean, VA 22102

117. Oct 7, 2018
Annual David M. Rubenstein Lecture - A Conversation with Justice Sonia Sotomayor
House of the Academy, 136 Irving Street, Cambridge, MA 02138

118. Oct 12, 2018
Justice Alito gives the keynote speech at the NIABA General Annual Luncheon
Cafe Milano, 3251 Prospect Street NW, Washington, DC 20007

119. Oct 12, 2018
Turning Pages: Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor
The Winter Garden, Harold Washington Library Center, 400 S. State Street, Chicago, IL 60605

[10/12: Justice Breyer in Boston ahead of trip to Ireland and Spain with the Pritzker Organization]

120. Oct 13, 2018
Turning Pages: My Life Story with Justice Sonia Sotomayor
War Memorial Auditorium, 301 6th Ave N, Nashville, TN 37243

121. Oct 15, 2018
Justice Kennedy participated in "Justices on Justice," a discussion on comparative constitutionalism
McGeorge School of Law Lecture Hall, 3200 5th Ave, Sacramento, CA 95817

{Justice Thomas teaches at the University of Georgia Law School, Oct. 15}

122. Oct 16, 2018
Chief Justice Roberts delivers the 2018 Stein Lecture
Northrop Carlson Family Stage, 84 Church Street SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455

123. Oct 17, 2018
2018 Commons Day: Sonia Sotomayor, Associate Justice, Supreme Court of the United States
Island Federal Credit Union Arena, 100 Nicolls Rd, Stony Brook, NY 11790

124. Oct 18, 2018
Fireside Chat with Justice Sonia Sotomayor
Bailey Hall, Lincoln Hall, 101, Ithaca, NY 14853
[also participated in a moot court with Cornell law students]

125. Oct 19, 2018
Justice Gorsuch delivers the keynote address on Christianity and the Common Good
Harvard Law School, 1585 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138

126. Oct 19, 2018
Justice Thomas speaks at the dedication of the expansion of Newton County's Judicial Center
Newton County Judicial Center, 1132 Usher St NW, Covington, GA 30014
Justice Thomas hosts the American Inns of Court Celebration of Excellence event  
Supreme Court of the United States, 1 First Street NE, Washington, DC 20543

[10/20: Justice Breyer in Boston following trip to Ireland and Spain with the Pritzker Organization]

[10/21-22: Justice Ginsburg in New York City for the Tucker Foundation gala]

Justice Breyer in Boston following trip to Ireland and Spain with the Pritzker Organization

Justice Ginsburg in New York City for the Tucker Foundation gala

Justice Ginsburg delivers the Tenth Annual Judge Thomas A. Flannery Lecture  
United States Courthouse, Ceremonial Courtroom, 333 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20001

[10/24-25: Justice Breyer visits his brother and other U.S. District Court judges in San Francisco]

A Conversation with Justice Elena Kagan  
Hart Auditorium, 600 New Jersey Ave. NE Washington, DC 20001

Fireside Chat with Retired U.S. Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy, ’58 and Dean M. Elizabeth Magill  
Memorial Auditorium, 551 Serra St, Stanford, CA 94305

Justice Alito delivered a lecture on religious liberty  

[11/2: Justice Breyer in Boston]

Justice Sotomayor serves as the sponsor for the christening of the USNS Puerto Rico  
Austal USA Shipyard, 1 Dunlap Dr, Mobile, AL 36602
[not included on her disclosure]

Justice Kennedy delivered the keynote at the 2018 International Churchill Conference  
Williamsburg Lodge, 310 S England St, Williamsburg, VA 23185

Justice Kagan received an honorary degree from the University of Toronto  
University of Toronto Faculty of Law, 78 Queens Park, Toronto, ON M5S 2C5, Canada

Global Governance: Perspective of Justice Stephen Breyer  
Grand E Halle de La Villette, La Villette, 211 avenue Jean Jaurès, 75019 Paris, France


Justice Sotomayor spoke to students and adjudicated the final round of the 2018 Ames Moot Court Competition  
Austin Hall, Harvard Law School, 1515 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge, MA 02138

Fulbright Symposium: Law as Soft Power in the Trans-Atlantic Relationship  
Hôtel Talleyrand - George Marshall Center, 2 Rue Saint-Florentin, 75001 Paris, France
Chief Justice Roberts presents the 2018 William H. Rehnquist Award to Judge Libby Hines
Supreme Court of the United States, 1 First St NE, Washington, DC 20543

Justice Kennedy speaks at the inaugural event for the Karsh Center for Law and Democracy
Caplin Auditorium, 109 Culbreth Road, Charlottesville, VA 22903

{Justices Kennedy and Gorsuch attend Colonial Williamsburg Foundation board meetings, Nov. 16-17}

Sonia Sotomayor & Juan Felipe Herrera in Conversation
Chapman Conference Center, 300 NE Second Ave, Miami, FL 33132


[12/4-5: Justice Souter from Manchester, N.H., to Washington, D.C., for George H.W. Bush memorial service; Justice Thomas is also in attendance] pev

Justice Breyer introduces the winners of the Leo Baeck Medal
Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY 10011

Justice Kennedy receives a Lifetime Achievement Award at the 2018 American Lawyer Industry Awards
Guastavino's, 409 E 59th St., New York, NY 10022

Justice Sotomayor receives the Honorable Carol Los Mansmann Award for Distinguished Public Service
Duquesne Union Ballroom, 1000 Locust Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15219

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor in Conversation with Miriam Gonzerelli
Turn of River School, 117 Vine Road, Stamford, CT 06905

Justice Ginsburg participated in a Q&A session prior to a screening of "On the Basis of Sex"
National Archives Museum, 701 Constitution Ave NW, Washington, DC 20408

Justice Alito delivered the keynote address at The Tradition Project's "The Value of Tradition in the Global Context"
Università LUMSA, Via di Porta Castello, 44, 00193 Roma RM, Italy

Justice Ginsburg gave remarks at a naturalization ceremony
National Archives Museum, 701 Constitution Ave NW, Washington, DC 20408

Justice Ginsburg speaks with Nina Totenberg as part of the David Berg Distinguished Speakers Series
Hosack Hall at the New York Academy of Medicine, 1216 5th Avenue, New York, NY 10029
Justice Sotomayor in New York City [lvpre]

Justice Ginsburg speaks at the New York premiere of “On the Basis of Sex,” Dec. 16}

Justice Breyer in Boston to attend D. Mass. holiday reception [pev]

Dec 18, 2018
Globalization and the Enforcement of Human Rights event with Justice Samuel Alito
University of Zurich, Rämistrasse 71, 8006 Zürich, Switzerland

Justice Ginsburg in New York City [lvpre]

Justice Breyer in Upstate New York [lvpre]

Justice Sotomayor in New York City [lvpre]

2019

Justice Ginsburg in New York City [lvpre]

Justice Gorsuch in Colorado [lvpre]

Justice Stevens in South Florida [ah]

Jan 14, 2019
Justice Alito presides over, and Justice Breyer participates in, the Winter Mock Trial, based on Richard the Third
Sidney Harman Hall, 610 F Street NW, Washington, DC 20004

Justice Breyer in Boston [ah]

Jan 18, 2019
Justice Sotomayor participated in a pre-show conversation on West Side Story and music, culture, and identity
The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, 2700 F St NW, Washington, DC 20566

Justice Sotomayor in New York for Pritzker Prize Jury meetings, Jan. 19-20]

Justice Sotomayor spoke about her two latest children's books
Plaza Las Américas, 525 Av. Franklin Delano Roosevelt, San Juan, 00918, Puerto Rico

Justice Sotomayor spoke about her children's book, "Turning Pages"
Archivo General y Biblioteca Nacional de Puerto Rico, 500 Avenida Juan Ponce de León, San Juan, 00901, Puerto Rico

3 Mujeres en La Judicatura: Contra Viento y Marea
Teatro Raúl Juliá del Museo de Arte de Puerto Rico, 299 Avenida José de Diego, San Juan, 00909, Puerto Rico

10th Annual Dream Big Day with Justice Sotomayor
Hostos Community College, 500 Grand Concourse, Bronx, NY 10451
156. Jan 29, 2019
An Evening with Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Skirball Cultural Center, 2701 N Sepulveda Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90049

157. Jan 31, 2019
An Evening with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor
Brooklyn Bar Association, 123 Remsen St, Brooklyn, NY 11201
[also saw a Broadway show while in town on 2/4]

158. Feb 1, 2019
198 McAllister, 198 McAllister Street, San Francisco, CA 94102

159. Feb 4, 2019
Justice Kagan spoke to students at a Q&A session and received the Fordham-Stein Prize
Fordham University School of Law, 150 W 62nd St, New York, NY 10023

160. Feb 6, 2019
Chief Justice Roberts spoke at Belmont University Law School
Belmont University, 1900 Belmont Blvd, Nashville, TN 37212

161. Feb 6, 2019
Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg in Conversation with David Rubenstein
Kaufmann Concert Hall, 92Y, 1395 Lexington Ave, New York, NY 10128

162. Feb 8, 2019
Justice Sotomayor delivers remarks at the Golden Kite Awards Gala
Grand Hyatt New York, 109 E 42nd St, New York, NY 10017

163. Feb 14, 2019
A Conversation with The Honorable Sonia Sotomayor, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States
Library of Congress Coolidge Auditorium, 10 First Street SE, Washington, DC 20540

164. Mar 1, 2019
A Conversation with Justice Sonia Sotomayor & Eva Longoria Bastón
Lisner Auditorium, 730 21st Street NW Washington, DC 20052
165. Mar 2, 2019
Justice Gorsuch was presented with Honorary Fellowship to the American College of Trial Lawyers at the ACTL's 2019 Spring Meeting
La Quinta Resort & Club, 49499 Eisenhower Dr, La Quinta, CA 92253

166. Mar 4, 2019
Justice Sotomayor gives the introduction at the 32nd Annual Nancy Hanks Lecture on Arts & Public Policy
The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, 2700 F St NW, Washington, DC 20566

167. Mar 7, 2019
Association Medal and Portrait Unveiling for the Honorable Sonia Sotomayor
New York City Bar Association, 42 West 44th Street, New York, NY 10036

168. Mar 8, 2019
Justice Sotomayor discusses the impact of the 9/11 attacks on American society in New York Stories: Sonia Sotomayor
Museum Auditorium, National September 11 Memorial & Museum, 180 Greenwich St, New York, NY 10007

169. Mar 11, 2019
Justice Thomas delivers the keynote at the dedication of a courtroom at Mercer Law
Mercer University School of Law, 1021 Georgia Ave, Macon, GA 31207

[3/14: Justice Sotomayor in New York City to spend the day with Canadian Consul General Phyllis Yaffe]

170. Mar 22, 2019
Justice Gorsuch spoke at the Federal Bar Association Civics Essay Award Reception
Supreme Court of the United States, 1 First St NE, Washington, DC 20543

171. Mar 28, 2019
A Conversation with Associate Justice Neil M. Gorsuch and Judge Douglas H. Ginsburg
Sofitel Washington DC Lafayette Square, 806 15th Street NW, Washington, DC 20005

172. Mar 28, 2019
Justice Breyer received the 2019 Manley O. Hudson Medal at the 113th ASIL Annual Meeting
Washington Hilton, 1919 Connecticut Ave NW Washington, DC 20009

173. Mar 30, 2019
Justice Thomas speaks at Pepperdine's 46th Annual School of Law Dinner
The Beverly Hilton, 9876 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills, CA 90210

[3/31: Justice Breyer in Boston]

174. Mar 31, 2019
Justice Alito participated in a Q&A session and adjudicated the final round of the Irving R. Kaufman Memorial Securities Law Moot Court
Fordham University School of Law, 150 W 62nd St, New York, NY 10023

175. Mar 31, 2019
Justice Breyer spoke at a conference on comparative constitutional approaches to civil liberties
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, Yeshiva University, 55 5th Ave, New York, NY 10003, USA

[4/3-5: Justice Breyer in Boston area]
Justice Thomas hosted the Inaugural Reception and Ceremony, presenting New Members of the Association with the Horatio Alger Medallion
Supreme Court of the United States, 1 First St NE, Washington, DC 20543

[4/9-12: Justice Breyer speaks at the First Circuit Judicial Workshop at the Wequassett Resort in Harwich, Mass.]

[4/9: Justice Gorsuch in Atlanta] ah

Apr 11, 2019
A Conversation with Supreme Court Justices Samuel A. Alito and Anthony M. Kennedy (Retired)
Duke Law School, 210 Science Dr, Durham, NC 27708

Apr 12, 2019
Justice Breyer received the 2019 Scribes Lifetime Achievement Award.

Apr 13, 2019
A Conversation with United States Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer
The Willard Intercontinental, 1401 Pennsylvania Avenue NW Washington, DC 20004

Apr 22, 2019
Talk of the Hill with Bill Press: Stephen G. Breyer, Associate Justice, Supreme Court of the United States
Hill Center at the Old Naval Hospital, 921 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE Washington, DC 20003

[Justice Gorsuch attends a Colonial Williamsburg Foundation board meeting: Apr. 26-27]

[4/30-5/4: Justice Sotomayor in South Florida] lvpre

[5/2-5: Justice Breyer in New York City] lvpre

[5/5: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

May 6, 2019
Retired Justice Kennedy and Justice Kavanaugh participate in a discussion at the 68th Annual Meeting of the Seventh Circuit Bar Association and Judicial Conference of the Seventh Circuit
The Pfister Hotel, 424 E Wisconsin Ave, Milwaukee, WI 53202

May 7, 2019
Justice Ginsburg receives a jubilee honorary doctorate from Lund University's Faculty of Law
Svea Court of Appeal, Birger Jarls Torg 16, 111 28 Stockholm, Sweden

[5/12: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

May 17, 2019
Justice Sonia Sotomayor receives an honorary degree and delivers the commencement address at Manhattan College, Draddy Gymnasium, Manhattan College, 4513 Manhattan College Pkwy, The Bronx, NY 10471
[also attends Cirque du Soleil show while in town]

[5/20 & 5/26: Justice Breyer in Boston area] ah

[Justice Breyer attends the Pritzker Prize for Architecture Foundation awards ceremony in Paris: May 21-26]
184. May 20, 2019
Chief Justice Roberts presents the Friendly Medal to retired Justice Kennedy at ALI's 96th Annual Meeting
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel, 1150 22nd Street, N.W, Washington, DC 20037

[5/21-23: Justice Kennedy in New York City area and southern Connecticut to speak at his grandson’s high school graduation] lvpre

[5/21-23: Justice Sotomayor in the New York City area] lvpre

185. May 22, 2019
Justice Kennedy delivers the commencement address to the Brunswick School graduating class
Dann Gymnasium, 1252 King Street, Greenwich, CT 06831


186. May 30, 2019
An Evening with Justice Sonia Sotomayor
Main Stage, Javits Center, 655 W 34th St, New York, NY 10001

[5/31-6/1: Justice Kennedy in New York City area] lvpre

[6/3-8: Justice Kennedy in San Francisco and Sacramento] lvpre

187. Jun 3, 2019
Justice Thomas is interviewed by David Rubenstein as part of a Supreme Court Historical Society lecture series
Supreme Court of the United States, 1 First St NE, Washington, DC 20543

[6/4: Justice Breyer speaks at a National Conference of State Courts event in New York City]

188. Jun 7, 2019
Justice Ginsburg delivers remarks at the Second Circuit Judicial Conference
Mohonk Mountain House, 1000 Mountain Rest Rd, New Paltz, NY 12561

189. Jun 8, 2019
Justice Sotomayor speaks with Sonia Manzano at the Bronx Book Festival
Fordham University, 441 E Fordham Rd, The Bronx, NY 10458

[6/9-17: Justice Ginsburg in New York City to attend to the City Bar lecture series and other redacted events]

[6/17: Justice Sotomayor attends a dinner with personnel from the Manhattan DA’s office in New York City]

[6/21-23: Justice Breyer in Boston area] lvpre

190. Jun 22, 2019
Justice Sotomayor speaks with Jill Santopolo at the 2019 ALA conference
Walter E. Washington Convention Center, 801 Mt Vernon Pl NW, Washington, DC 20001

191. Jun 24, 2019
The Shakespeare Theatre Company Bard Association Annual Dinner and Mock Trial
Sidney Harman Hall, 610 F St NW, Washington, DC 20004

[6/26-27: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

[6/27-7/2: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre
[6/30-7/2: Justice Breyer in Boston] lvpre

192. Jul 1, 2019
Conversation with The Honorable Neil M. Gorsuch, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States Faculty of Law, University of Oxford, St. Cross Building, St. Cross Rd, Oxford OX1 3UL, UK

193. Jul 2, 2019
Justice Ginsburg discusses her legacy on gender equality at Georgetown Law
Hart Auditorium, 600 New Jersey Ave NW, Washington, DC 20001

{Justice Gorsuch gives a speech at the Honourable Society of the Middle Temple in London: July 2-3}

[7/3: Justice Sotomayor in New York City on her way to Portugal]

[7/6-13: Justice Stevens in South Florida] lvpre

{Justice Ginsburg participates in an NYU Law program in Lisbon, Portugal}

[7/11-12: Justice Kagan in North Carolina] lvpre

[7/12-14: Justice Kennedy in New York City area] lvpre

[7/16-18: Justice Kennedy in Southern California for Devitt Committee meetings] lvpre

[7/16-17: Justice Ginsburg in Manhattan] lvpre

[7/18-21: Justice Kennedy in Northern California] lvpre

194. Jul 18, 2019
A Conversation with Justice Elena Kagan & Dean William Treanor
Georgetown University Law Center Hart Auditorium, 600 New Jersey Ave NW, Washington, DC 20001

[7/19: Justice Sotomayor in New York City on her way back from Portugal]

[7/19: Justice Gorsuch in Philadelphia airport on his way to Italy]

[7/21: Justice Sotomayor traveling from New York to D.C.] ah

[7/22-23: Justice Souter in New Hampshire] ah

Justice Gorsuch co-teaches two courses on the historical roots and the modern application of the separation of powers in the national security context.
Padua, Italy

Justice Kavanaugh co-teaches a study-abroad class in Runnymede, England, titled “Creation of the Constitution”
TBD, Runnymede, England

197. Jul 24, 2019
Justice Ginsburg speaks to Duke Law D.C. Summer Institute students and Law School alumni
Jones Day, 51 Louisiana Ave NW, Washington, DC 20001
Justice Sotomayor spoke to participants in the Bronx Children's Museum Dream Big! Program
Thurgood Marshall U.S. Courthouse, 40 Foley Square, New York, NY 10007

Justice Kagan speaks at the annual judicial conference for the Ninth Circuit
Spokane Convention Center, 334 W Spokane Falls Blvd, Spokane, WA 99201

Justice Ginsburg will give a talk about her passion for opera and her perspective on law in the arts
The Glimmerglass Festival, 7300 NY-80, Cooperstown, NY 13326

[7/30-31: Justice Ginsburg in New York City] lvpre
[8/2: Justice Sotomayor in New York City to watch batting practice and attend a game at Yankee Stadium] pev
[8/4-24: Justice Ginsburg in New York City; events include a Broadway show] lvpre
[8/5-12: Justice Sotomayor in New York City; includes one redacted event with an expected 30,000 attendees] pev
[8/5: Justice Gorsuch in Philadelphia airport on his way back from Italy]
[8/7: Justice Gorsuch in Colorado] ah
[8/8-11: Justice Kennedy in New York City area] lvpre
[8/15: Justice Gorsuch in Colorado] ah

Justice Sotomayor participates in a conversation with Margaret McMullan at the Mississippi Book Festival
Galloway Sanctuary, 305 N Congress St, Jackson, MS 39201

[8/22-31: Justice Breyer in Boston area] lvpre

Justice Ginsburg teaches students and receives an honorary degree
Kleinhans Music Hall, 3 Symphony Cir, Buffalo, NY 14201

[8/26-30: Justice Kennedy in South Florida] lvpre
[8/26-31: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

Justice Kagan speaks with former Harvard Law School Dean Martha Minow during an orientation program
Wasserstein Hall, 1585 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge, MA 02138

[8/30-9/2: Justice Kagan in New York City area] lvpre

Justice Ginsburg discusses her book, My Own Words, at the 2019 Library of Congress National Book Festival
The Walter E. Washington Convention Center, 801 Mt Vernon Pl NW, Washington, DC 20001
205. Sep 1, 2019
Justice Sotomayor speaks about her children's book at the AJC Decatur Book Festival
Agnes Scott College’s Gaines Chapel at Presser Hall, 141 E. College Avenue, Decatur, GA 30030

206. Sep 3, 2019
Justice Ginsburg delivers the Frank and Kula Kumpuris Distinguished Lecture
Verizon Arena, 1 Verizon Arena Way, North Little Rock, AR 72114

[9/4: Justice Sotomayor in Cincinnati to give a talk at a high school]

207. Sep 5, 2019
Sonia Sotomayor In Conversation: Author Talk and Book Signing
Barnum Hall Theatre, 600 Olympic Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405

208. Sep 6, 2019
Justice Gorsuch speaks at the John Hemphill Dinner
Four Seasons Hotel, 98 San Jacinto Blvd, Austin, TX 78701

209. Sep 6, 2019
Mrs. Dalloway's and Escuela Bilingüe Internacional welcome Sonia Sotomayor, celebrating Just Ask! Be Different, Be Brave, Be You
St Augustine's Roman Catholic Church, 400 Alcatraz Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94705

{Justice Gorsuch gives a speech at the Texas Supreme Court Historical Society in Austin: Sept. 6-7}

210. Sep 7, 2019
Justice Sotomayor participates in a conversation moderated by Tra’Renée Chambers
Portland Community College Sylvania, 12000 SW 49th Ave, Portland, OR 97219

211. Sep 8, 2019
Justice Ginsburg presents the Martin D. Ginsburg Award to Henry Fogel at the 2019 Soirée Cedille
Venue SIX10 at the Spertus Institute, 610 S Michigan Ave, Chicago, IL 60605

212. Sep 8, 2019
Justice Sotomayor participates in a conversation about her children's book "Just Ask!"
KiMo Theater, 423 Central Ave NW, Albuquerque, NM 87102

{Justice Gorsuch gives a speech at a Colorado Judicial Branch event in Vail, Colo.: Sept. 7-9}

213. Sep 9, 2019
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg joins a conversation hosted by Katherine Baicker and is awarded the 2019 Harris Dean's Award
Reva and David Logan Center for the Arts, 915 E 60th St, Chicago, IL 60637

214. Sep 10, 2019
Justice Sotomayor speaks at the 2019 Judicial Conference for the Tenth Circuit
La Fonda Hotel, 100 E San Francisco St, Santa Fe, NM 87501

215. Sep 10, 2019
A Conversation and Book Signing with Supreme Court Associate Justice Neil Gorsuch
Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation & Institute, 40 Presidential Drive Simi Valley, CA, 93065
216. Sep 10, 2019
Chief Justice Roberts participates in a conversation with Judge Jeffrey S. Sutton of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit
Vanderbilt Law School, 131 21st Ave. South, Nashville, TN 37203-1181

217. Sep 11, 2019
Justice Sotomayor speaks about her children's book "Just Ask!"
Senn High School Auditorium, 5900 N. Glenwood, Chicago, IL 60660

218. Sep 11, 2019
Justice Neil Gorsuch speaks at Pepperdine Law School
Caruso Auditorium, 24255 Pacific Coast Hwy, Malibu, CA 90263

219. Sep 11, 2019
Justice Neil Gorsuch discusses his new collection of essays about the American Constitution
Richard Nixon Library & Museum, 18001 Yorba Linda Blvd, Yorba Linda, CA 92886

220. Sep 11, 2019
Justice Kagan delivers the 2019 Anderson Lecture at Yale Law School
Yale Law School, 127 Wall St, New Haven, CT 06511


[9/12-16: Justice Kennedy in the New York City area for the American Academy of Achievement summit]

[9/13-15: Justice Kavanaugh in the New York City area for the American Academy of Achievement summit]

221. Sep 12, 2019
Justice Sotomayor will speak with Professor Peter Winn at Tufts University
Gantcher Family Sports and Convocation Center, 161 College Ave, Medford, MA 02155, USA
[also has an event at the Somerville Theater]

222. Sep 12, 2019
Justice Ginsburg delivers remarks to Georgetown Law’s first-year class
Hart Auditorium, 600 New Jersey Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001

223. Sep 14, 2019
Justice Sotomayor is inducted into the National Women's Hall of Fame
del Lago Resort & Casino, 1133 NY-414, Waterloo, NY 13165

224. Sep 16, 2019
A Republic, If You Can Keep It: Justice Gorsuch discusses his new book of essays and signs copies for attendees
William G. McGowan Theater, 701 Constitution Ave NW, Washington, DC 20002

225. Sep 16, 2019
A Conversation with Justice Stephen Breyer
The Law Society, 113 Chancery Lane, London WC2A, United Kingdom

226. Sep 17, 2019
An Evening with Justice Neil M. Gorsuch
National Constitution Center, 525 Arch St, Philadelphia, PA 19106

227. Sep 18, 2019
The Honorable Sonia Sotomayor in conversation with actress Rosdely Ciprian
The Kennedy Center, 2700 F Street, NW, Washington, DC 20566
228. Sep 18, 2019
Moment 2019 Awards Dinner Honoring U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Lloyd Goldman
The Yale Club, 50 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York, NY

229. Sep 18, 2019
A Conversation with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Neil Gorsuch
The George W. Bush Presidential Center Auditorium, 2943 SMU Boulevard, Dallas, TX 75205

230. Sep 19, 2019
Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg in Conversation with David Rubenstein
Kaufmann Concert Hall, 1395 Lexington Ave, New York, NY 10128

231. Sep 19, 2019
The Tom Johnson Lectureship presents Justice Neil Gorsuch
LBJ Auditorium, 2313 Red River St, Austin, TX 78712

[9/20: Justice Kennedy in Cody, Wyo.] lvpre

232. Sep 20, 2019
Justice Neil Gorsuch and Judge Carolyn B. McHugh discuss maintaining civility in an increasingly divided country.
Joseph Smith Building Auditorium, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602

233. Sep 21, 2019
East City Bookshop welcomes U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor discussing her new book, Just Ask! Be Different, Be Brave, Be You
Eastern Senior High School, 1700 East Capitol Street Northeast, Washington, DC 20002

234. Sep 23, 2019
Justice Elena Kagan speaks with Dean Erwin Chemerinsky for the Public Law & Policy Workshop
Zellerbach Hall, 101 Zellerbach Hall #4800, Berkeley, CA 94720
[also attends a private event with Ninth Circuit judges]

235. Sep 23, 2019
Justice Ginsburg headlines the 2019 Lillian Parker Wallace Lecture
Meymandi Concert Hall, Duke Energy Center for the Performing Arts, 2 E South St, Raleigh, NC 27601

[9/23-25 Justice Breyer in Boston area] lvpre

236. Sep 24, 2019
The Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center, 1 E 65th St, New York, NY 10065

237. Sep 25, 2019
A Bridge Builder and Trailblazer: Celebrating Justice Sandra Day O’Connor (Justice Ginsburg event)
Library of Congress - Thomas Jefferson Building, 10 First St SE, Washington, DC 20540

238. Sep 26, 2019
Justice Ginsburg is awarded the Special Recognition Award at the 27th annual Action for Cancer Awareness Awards luncheon
239. Sep 26, 2019
Supreme Court Lecture Series: Justice Neil Gorsuch
Robert H. and Clarice Smith Theater at Mount Vernon, 3200 Mount Vernon Memorial Hwy, Mount Vernon, VA 22121

240. Sep 27, 2019
Justice Ginsburg speaks at a dinner honoring Professor Emeritus Herman Schwartz
American University Washington College of Law, 4300 Nebraska Ave NW, Washington, DC 20016

[9/28: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

[10/1-3: Justice Kennedy attends the investiture and of Judge Howard Nielson in Salt Lake City] pev

[10/1-3: Justice Sotomayor in Southern California] lvpre

241. Oct 2, 2019
Justice Breyer speaks as part of the Guilford College Bryan Series
Greensboro Coliseum, 1921 W Gate City Blvd, Greensboro, NC 27403

242. Oct 3, 2019
Justice Clarence Thomas speaks at the dedication of Christ Chapel
Hillsdale College, 33 E College St, Hillsdale, MI 49242

243. Oct 3, 2019
A Conversation with Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Johnson Chapel, 11 Quadrangle Drive, Amherst, MA 01002

244. Oct 3, 2019
Justice Stephen Breyer delivers Rhodes College’s annual Constitution Day lecture and teaches a course
McNeill Concert Hall, 613 University St, Memphis, TN 38112

245. Oct 7, 2019
Justice Breyer introduces the first lecture in the 2019 Leon Silverman Lecture Series
Supreme Court of the United States, 1 First St NE, Washington, DC 20543

[10/9-11: Justice Ginsburg in New York City] lvpre

246. Oct 9, 2019
Justice Kagan in Conversation with Seth Waxman
Charles E. Smith Sanctuary, 2850 Quebec Street NW, Washington DC 20008

[10/10-11: Justice Kennedy in Columbus to attend the investitures of Chad Readler and Eric Murphy] pev

[10/11-14: Justice Breyer in New York City] lvpre

247. Oct 18, 2019
RJ Julia Booksellers Presents U.S. Supreme Court Associate Justice Sonia Sotomayor: Just Ask! Be Different, Be Brave, Be You
Francis T. Maloney High School, 121 Gravel St, Meriden, CT 06450

248. Oct 19, 2019
Justice Sotomayor speaks at the centennial celebration of the Richard C. Lee United States Courthouse.
Richard C. Lee United States Courthouse, New Haven, CT 06510

[10/22: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah
249. Oct 19, 2019
  Alumni Weekend 2019: Dean's Conversation with the Honorable Sonia Sotomayor '79
  Yale Law School, 127 Wall St, New Haven, CT 06511

250. Oct 21, 2019
  Justice Kagan participates in the 2019 Stein Lecture at the University of Minnesota Law School.
  Northrop, 84 Church St SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455

251. Oct 21, 2019
  Inaugural Herma Hill Kay Memorial Lecture Featuring Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
  Zellerbach Hall, 101 Zellerbach Hall #4800, Berkeley, CA 94720
  [also visits the San Francisco Opera and Museum of Modern Art and has dinner with a “Law Clerk
  Association”]

252. Oct 22, 2019
  Justice Elena Kagan Delivers Eighth Annual Stevens Lecture
  Macky Auditorium, 1595 Pleasant St, Boulder, CO 80309

253. Oct 25, 2019
  Justice Thomas delivers the keynote address at the inaugural Rosenkranz Originalism Conference
  Yale Law School, 127 Wall St, New Haven, CT 06511

254. Oct 25, 2019
  Presidential Speaker Series: A Conversation with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor
  McAlister Auditorium, 6823 St. Charles Avenue, New Orleans, LA 70118

255. Oct 26, 2019
  Justice Gorsuch hosts the 2019 Celebration of Excellence
  Supreme Court of the United States, 1 First St NE, Washington, DC 20543

256. Oct 26, 2019
  Fair & Impartial Judiciary Symposium, featuring Justice Kennedy
  University of Pennsylvania Law School, 3501 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104

257. Oct 26, 2019
  Justice Sotomayor speaks about her book "Just Ask!" as part of the AAP's 2019 National Conference &
  Exhibition
  Ernest N. Morial Convention Center, 850 Convention Center Blvd, New Orleans, LA 70130


[10/27-29: Justice Sotomayor in Los Angeles] lvpre

258. Oct 27, 2019
  Justice Gorsuch presents Justice Kennedy with the National Constitution Center's Liberty Medal award
  The National Constitution Center, 525 Arch St, Philadelphia, PA 19106

259. Oct 27, 2019
  U. S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor In Conversation
  House Chamber in the Texas State Capitol, 1100 Congress Ave, Austin, TX 78701
[10/28-31 Justice Kennedy in Sacramento area] lvpre

260. Oct 30, 2019
President Bill Clinton and Hillary Clinton to Join Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg for Georgetown Law's Annual Ginsburg Lecture
Hart Auditorium, 600 New Jersey Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001

261. Nov 1, 2019
Chief Justice Roberts presides and delivers remarks as Lonnie G. Bunch III is installed as the 14th Smithsonian Secretary
Smithsonian Arts and Industries Building, 900 Jefferson Dr SW, Washington, DC 20560

262. Nov 1, 2019
Justice Gorsuch participates in a fireside chat at the NCRJ 93rd Annual Conference
Marriott Marquis Washington, DC, 901 Massachusetts Ave NW, Washington, DC 20001

263. Nov 10, 2019
A Motion for Peace: A Conversation with Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Joyce DiDonato, and Donna Leon
The REACH at the Kennedy Center, 2700 F Street, NW, Washington, DC 20566

264. Nov 14, 2019
Justice Kavanaugh speaks at the Federalist Society's 2019 National Lawyers Convention Antonin Scalia Memorial Dinner
Union Station - Great Hall, 50 Massachusetts Avenue NE, Washington, DC 20002

265. Nov 14, 2019
Justice Gorsuch delivers the keynote presentation at the 2019 AJEI Summit
Grand Hyatt Washington, 1000 H St NW, Washington, DC 20001

[11/15-17: Justice Sotomayor in Los Angeles] lvpre

[11/16-17: Justice Sotomayor in New York] note overlap with Sotomayor trip above lvpre


266. Nov 16, 2019
Justice Gorsuch speaks at the Federalist Society's 2019 National Lawyers Convention
The Mayflower Hotel, 1127 Connecticut Ave NW, Washington, DC 20036

267. Nov 18, 2019
Roger Wilkins Lecture: A Conversation with Supreme Court Justice Elena Kagan
Fenwick Library, 4400 University Dr, Fairfax, VA 22030


{Justice Gorsuch attends a Colonial Williamsburg Foundation board meeting: Nov. 22-23}


[12/1: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

[12/13: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

[12/14-20: Justice Sotomayor in New York City for several events, though no speaking engagements] lvpre
268. Dec 16, 2019
Justice Ginsburg is awarded the Berggruen Prize for Philosophy & Culture
New York Public Library, 476 5th Ave, New York, NY 10018

[12/17-18: Justice Kennedy in New York City area] lvpre

269. Dec 17, 2019
RBG in Song: An Evening with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
National Museum of Women in the Arts, 1250 New York Ave NW, Washington, DC 20005

[12/17: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

270. Dec 19, 2019
Only in America: Ruth Bader Ginsburg

[12/21-27: Justice Sotomayor in South Florida] lvpre

[12/27-30: Justice Kennedy in New York City area for Christmas] lvpre

[12/27-1/5: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

[12/28: Justice Breyer in San Francisco and Boston] ah

[12/31-1/3: Justice Kennedy in Sacramento area] lvpre

2020

271. Jan 4, 2020
A Conversation with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Washington Marriott Wardman Park Hotel, 2660 Woodley Rd NW, Washington, DC 20008

272. Jan 21, 2020 - Jan 31, 2020
Justice Clarence Thomas co-teaches a short course on the First Amendment's religion clauses
University of Florida Levin College of Law, 309 Village Drive, Gainesville, FL 32611

[1/24-27: Justice Sotomayor in Puerto Rico for several public events, including at a book event, training for international judges, multiple events with university and law students and lunch with UPR Law dean] pev + lvpre

[12/24-1/3: Justice Gorsuch in Colorado] lvpre

[1/17-20: Justice Breyer in New York City for Pritzker Jury meetings]

273. Jan 28, 2020
An Evening with Sonia Sotomayor in Conversation with Gloria Estefan
Temple Judea, 5500 Granada Boulevard, Coral Gables, FL 33146
[also a book signing and an event at an elementary school]

[1/29: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

274. Jan 30, 2020
LBJ Foundation Honors U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
[1/30-2/16: Justice Sotomayor in New York City for a birthday party at Lincoln Center, speaking engagements with middle and high school students, a portrait unveiling at the Yale Club, a reception for the Latino Judges Association of New York, a meeting with a congressman and an event at Cardozo Law] pev + lvpre

275. Jan 30, 2020
Justice Kagan receives the NYSBA's Gold Medal for Distinguished Service in the Law at a gala dinner
American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West & 79th St, New York, NY 10024

[1/31-2/10: Justice Kennedy in Southern California; also coverage in Atlanta airport on 2/5] lvpre

276. Jan 31, 2020
Justice Thomas speaks during a Federalist Society banquet at the 2020 Annual Florida Chapters Conference
Walt Disney World Resort, 1700 Epcot Resorts Blvd., Lake Buena Vista, Florida 32830

277. Feb 3, 2020
Justice Ginsburg speaks on a panel at Duke Law's Honoring the Advancement of Women in Law event
Offices of Duke in D.C., 1201 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC 20004

[2/5-13: Justice Breyer in South Florida] lvpre

[2/4-6: Justice Ginsburg in New York City for a “meeting” at Memorial Sloan Kettering (“MSK”), the New York City Bar Association Ginsburg lecture, a performance of “Twelfth Night” (that she performed in) and a talk at Temple Emanu-El] pev + lvpre

278. Feb 5, 2020
Quando Ce Ne Sono Nove (When There Are Nine): A Night at the Opera with Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
New York City Bar Association, 42 W 44th St, New York, NY 10036

279. Feb 7, 2020
Justice Ginsburg receives the World Peace & Liberty Award

280. Feb 10, 2020
Searching for Equality: The 19th Amendment and Beyond
Georgetown University Law Center Hart Auditorium, 600 New Jersey Ave, NW, Washington, D.C. 20001

281. Feb 11, 2020
Justice Thomas delivers the keynote address at the dedication of Georgia's new Nathan Deal Judicial Center
Nathan Deal Judicial Center, 330 Capitol Ave SE, Atlanta, GA 30334


[2/13: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

282. Feb 14, 2020
Justice Ginsburg presents the inaugural Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg Woman of Leadership Award to Agnes Gund

[2/16-18: Justice Ginsburg in New York City for redacted events and a meeting at the Second Circuit] lvpre + pev

{Justice Gorsuch speaks at a Federalist Society event in Denver: Feb. 16-17}
Feb. 2024

283. Feb 17, 2020
"A Republic, If You Can Keep It": A Conversation with Justice Neil M. Gorsuch
The Brown Palace Hotel and Spa, Autograph Collection, 321 17th St, Denver, CO 80202

284. Feb 19, 2020
Justice Ginsburg receives the Lifetime Leadership award at the 11th annual DVF Awards

285. Feb 20, 2020
2020 Supreme Court Fellows Program Annual Lecture Featuring U.S. Supreme Court Justice Neil M. Gorsuch
Library of Congress, 10 First St SE, Washington, DC 20540

[3/8: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

{Justice Gorsuch teaches at Ave Maria Law School in Naples, Fla.: Mar. 10-12}

**Fix the Court takes over from SCOTUSMap:**

286. Justice Kavanaugh attends the ceremonial swearing in of his former law clerk, Justin Walker, with Sen. McConnell in Louisville, Ky (3/13)

287. Chief Justice Roberts delivers a virtual speech to his son’s graduating high school class at Westminster School in Simsbury, Conn. (5/23)


289. Justice Breyer speaks remotely to Harvard Hillel (6/15)

[7/14-15: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

[7/22-23: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

[7/27-28: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

[8/4-5: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

[8/11-12: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

290. Justice Kavanaugh teaches at George Mason University’s Antonin Scalia Law School in Farmington, Pa. (8/8-15)

[8/18-20: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

291. Justice Gorsuch speaks remotely to the Utah University Law School orientation (8/21)

[9/8-10: Justice Sotomayor in New York City for WNYC interview] lvpre + pev

[9/13-17: Justice Sotomayor in South Florida] lvpre

292. Justice Gorsuch speaks remotely to a student town hall at the National Constitution Center (9/17)

293. Justice Breyer speaks remotely to a Constitution Day event at George Washington University (9/17)

294. Chief Justice Roberts speaks, and all justices attend, a memorial service honoring Justice Ginsburg in the Supreme Court building (9/23)
295. Most, if not all, justices attend a private internment service for Justice Ginsburg at Arlington National Cemetery (9/29)

[10/19: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] ah

296. Justice Breyer speaks remotely to Georgetown University Law Center (10/29)

297. Justice Alito speaks remotely to the Federalist Society National Lawyers Convention (11/12)

298. Justice Gorsuch speaks remotely to Vanderbilt Law School (11/13)


[11/20-1/24: Justice Sotomayor in South Florida, including for the Dec. 2020 and Jan. 2021 sittings; appears to have initially planned to leave after a week but stayed] lvpre

299. Justice Gorsuch speaks remotely to University of Arizona’s Law School homecoming (11/20)

2021

300. Justice Sotomayor is interviewed virtually by David Rubenstein at leadership conference hosted by the Brookings Institution and Mount Vernon (1/7)

301. Justice Alito teaches at Regent University School of Law in Virginia Beach (1/26)

302. Justice Gorsuch appears on PBS’s “Firing Line” (1/26)

[1/27-2/14: Justice Sotomayor in South Florida] lvpre

[1/31: Justice Alito in South Florida] ah but a lot of redacted text on this one makes it look like something else

303. Justice Alito teaches at Duke Law School remotely (2/4)

[2/11: Justice Breyer in Boston for dinner event at French Consulate] pev

[3/5-13: Justice Sotomayor in South Florida] lvpre

[3/11 & 20: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

[3/13: Justice Alito in South Florida] ah

304. Justice Kagan attends a virtual awards ceremony at NYU Law School held in her honor (3/26)

[3/31-4/11: Justice Sotomayor in New York City, including for an event at the New York Botanical Gardens in the Bronx] lvpre + pev

[4/1-6: Justice Kennedy in South Florida] lvpre

305. Justice Breyer gives the annual Harvard Law School Scalia Lecture (4/6)

306. Justices Sotomayor and Gorsuch speak remotely at an event hosted by the Center for Strategic and International Studies and the National Security Institute at George Mason University’s Antonin Scalia Law School (4/14)

308. Chief Justice Roberts delivers a virtual address at Georgetown University Law Center graduation (5/25)

309. Justice Kavanaugh teaches at George Mason University's Antonin Scalia Law School (7/11-23)


311. Justice Barrett teaches at Notre Dame University Law School (8/19-24)

312. Justice Gorsuch speaks at the American College of Trial Lawyers Tenth Circuit Conference in Beaver Creek, Colo. (8/26)

313. Justice Breyer sits for an interview with the New York Times to promote new book (8/27)

314. Justice Thomas teaches at George Washington University School of Law (9/2)
[9/4-11: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

[9/8: Justice Breyer in Boston for interview with NPR at the Fairmont Copley Plaza Hotel] pev

[9/11: Justice Breyer in Boston for redacted event] lvpre

315. Justice Barrett speaks at the University of Louisville’s McConnell Center (9/12)

[9/13 & 15: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

316. Justice Breyer promotes new book on ABC’s “Good Morning America” in New York (9/14)

317. Justice Breyer promotes book on CBS’s “Late Show with Stephen Colbert” in New York (9/15)

318. Justice Thomas teaches at Notre Dame University (9/15-17)

319. Justice Thomas gives the DeToqueville Lecture at Notre Dame’s Center for Citizenship & Constitutional Government (9/16)

320. Justice Alito speaks at Notre Dame University Law School (9/30)

321. Justice Breyer speaks with CNN’s Joan Biskupic at the National Portrait Gallery in an event hosted by Smithsonian Associates (10/4)

[10/8 & 11: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

322. Justice Sotomayor speaks virtually at NYU Law School as part of an event for Center of Diversity, Inclusion, and Belonging speaker series (10/13)

[10/15-19: Justice Kennedy in New York City] lvpre

323. Justice Alito is the keynote speaker at St. Thomas Aquinas College’s 50th anniversary gala in Beverly Hills (10/16)

[10/16-22: Justice Sotomayor in New York City] lvpre

324. Justice Alito speaks to students at St. Thomas Aquinas College in Santa Paula, Calif. (10/17)

325. Justice Thomas unveils a statue of his eighth-grade teacher at a cemetery in Mahwah, N.J. (10/17)

[10/27-28: Justice Breyer in Boston for the annual conference of the Council of Chief Judges of the State Courts of Appeal, including events at the Marriott Boston Downtown Hotel and Fenway Park] pev

326. Justice Sotomayor speaks at a series of virtual events at the University of Denver’s Sturm College of Law, Graduate School of Professional Psychology and University Libraries (11/5)


327. Justice Alito speaks at event for St. John's University Law School’s Center for Law and Religion Studies in Queens (11/15)

328. Justice Kagan judges a moot court competition at Harvard Law School (11/16)
[11/18-28: Justice Sotomayor in New York City for Thanksgiving] Ivpre

329. Justice Gorsuch attends a board meeting for the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation (11/19-21)

[11/22-27: Justice Kennedy in New York City area for Thanksgiving and events at and near Lincoln Center] Ivpre + pev


[12/11-1/3: Justice Sotomayor in New York City for several redacted lunch and dinner events and to attend the Van Gogh immersive experience] Ivpre + pev
[12/18-27: Justice Kennedy in New York City area for Christmas and “The Nutcracker” at Lincoln Center (before the cast got COVID and canceled several shows)] Ivpre

[12/18-1/1: Justice Gorsuch in Colorado] Ivpre

2022

[1/3-4: Justice Breyer in Boston area] Ivpre

330. Justice Alito teaches at Regent University School of Law in Virginia Beach, Va., during a three-day seminar called “Select Issues in Constitutional Interpretation” (1/10-12)

[1/21: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah


332. Justice Sotomayor appears remotely from her chambers on the "Tamron Hall Show" (1/27)

333. Justice Breyer announces his retirement in a press conference at the White House (1/27)

[1/28: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

334. Justice Thomas speaks at the Old Parkland Conference, an event sponsored by the American Enterprise Institute, in Dallas (2/3-5)

[2/4-13: Justice Sotomayor in New York City for two shows (one Broadway, one not described) and redacted lunch and dinner events] Ivpre + pev

335. Justice Gorsuch speaks with former law clerk Ethan Davis at an event hosted by the Florida chapter of the Federalist Society at Disney’s Yacht and Beach Club Resort in Lake Buena Vista (2/4)


337. Justice Breyer speaks with Counselor to the Chief Justice Jeffrey Minear before participants in the Supreme Court Fellows Program at the Library of Congress (2/17)

338. Justice Breyer speaks with GW Law Prof. Laura Dickinson at GWU about the legacy of Justice Ginsburg (2/24)

[3/2-7: Justice Sotomayor in South Florida] Ivpre

[3/7-14: Justice Sotomayor in New York City for several redacted dinner events] Ivpre
339. Justice Thomas speaks with Utah Supreme Court Justice Thomas Lee at the Grand America Hotel in Salt Lake City, an event sponsored by the Orrin G. Hatch Foundation (3/11)


340. Justice Sotomayor speaks remotely to students in a webinar co-presented by the University of Southern California's Annenberg Center and Long Island University (3/30)


342. Justice Sotomayor speaks at Washington University in St. Louis with Wash. U. Chancellor Andrew Martin [also visits the St. Louis Zoo, the St. Louis Art Museum, speaks to Chancellor Martin’s law class, meets with law faculty and with first-generation and low-income students] (4/5) pev

[4/7-9: Justice Sotomayor in New Haven, Conn., the Bronx, N.Y., and Manhattan for redacted events] lvpre

343. Justice Breyer speaks with Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of India N.V. Ramana and Georgetown Law Dean William Treanor via videoconference, an event sponsored by GULC and the New Delhi-based Society for Democratic Rights (4/11)

344. Justice Breyer receives the Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Law at the UVA School of Law (4/12)

[4/13-20: Justice Kennedy in Northern California, including for a speaking engagement at Sutter Club in Sacramento] lvpre

[4/28-5/2: Justice Breyer in Boston area] lvpre

345. Justices Kavanaugh attends a reception honoring Lisa Blatt hosted by the Supreme Court Institute of Georgetown University Law Center (4/28)

346. Justice Breyer attends the Federal Judges Association quadrennial convention and has an event speaking with NPR's Nina Totenberg (5/1-3)

[5/5-9: Justice Breyer in Boston area] lvpre

347. Chief Justice Roberts speaks to the Eleventh Circuit Judicial Conference in Atlanta (5/5)

348. Justice Thomas speaks to the Eleventh Circuit Judicial Conference in Atlanta (5/6)

349. Justice Alito cancels his appearance but sends a brief video to the Fifth Circuit Judicial Conference in Nashville (5/6)

350. Justice Alito speaks remotely to the fourth annual Scalia Forum, held at the Antonin Scalia Law School at George Mason University (5/12)

351. Justices Sotomayor and Barrett speak remotely at the Reagan Foundation (5/12)

352. Justice Thomas speaks at the Old Parkland Conference, an event sponsored by the American Enterprise Institute, Manhattan Institute and Hoover Institution, in Dallas (5/13)

[5/13-16: Justice Breyer in Boston area, including for a book event at Harvard Law School] lvpre + pev


355. Justice Sotomayor speaks at the Second Circuit Judicial Conference in New York (6/22)

[6/23-25: Justice Kennedy in Western Virginia] lvpre

356. Justice Jackson is sworn in at the Supreme Court building (6/30)

[7/6-13: Justice Kennedy in New York City area] lvpre

357. Justice Gorsuch co-teaches a two-week course for George Mason’s National Security Institute in Padua, Italy (7/10-23)

[7/17: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

358. Justice Sotomayor participates in a New York University-sponsored leadership conference in Edinburgh, Scotland (7/17-22)

359. Justice Alito speaks to the Notre Dame Law School Religious Liberty Initiative in Rome (7/21)


361. Justice Kavanaugh speaks at the Eighth Circuit Judicial Conference (week of 8/1)

362. Justice Barrett speaks with Judge Jeffrey Sutton at the Big Sky Labor and Employment Conference in Big Sky, Mont. (8/4)

[8/1: Justice Breyer in Boston] ah

363. Justice Breyer speaks at the ABA Conference in Chicago [and is interviewed by ABA Journal] (8/6-7)

364. Justice Barrett teaches at Notre Dame Law School (8/21-27)

365. Justice Kavanaugh speaks at the Sixth Circuit Judicial Conference in Louisville, Ky. (held 8/30-9/2)

366. Justices Sotomayor, Kagan and Jackson attend the investiture of Second Circuit Judge Alison Nathan, with Sotomayor and Kagan speaking, in New York, N.Y. (9/1)

367. Justice Gorsuch speaks at the Tenth Circuit Bench & Bar Conference in Colorado Springs (9/8)

368. Chief Justice Roberts speaks at the Tenth Circuit Bench & Bar Conference in Colorado Springs (9/9)


370. Justice Breyer speaks at Harvard Law School (9/12)

371. Justice Kagan speaks at Northwestern Pritzker School of Law in Chicago (9/14)

372. Justice Kagan speaks at the dedication of Justice John Paul Stevens Courtyard at Northwestern Law in Chicago (9/14)

373. Justice Breyer participates in a Yale Law School constitutionalism seminar (9/14-17)

374. Justice Sotomayor speaks remotely to the Lawyers Club of San Diego (9/15)
375. Chief Justice Roberts speaks remotely at the dedication of Don R. Willett Elementary School in Forney, Tex. (9/15)

376. Justice Kagan gives a speech at Yale Law School (9/16)

377. Justice Barrett speaks at the American College of Trial Lawyers annual meeting in Rome (9/17)

378. Justices Kagan speaks at Salve Regina University in Newport, R.I. (9/19)

379. Justice Breyer speaks at Harvard Law School (9/19)

380. Justice Kagan speaks at a retirement ceremony for Canadian Supreme Court Justice Rosalie Silberman Abella in Toronto (9/22)

Fix the Court submits FOIA, 9/23

381. Justice Breyer is interviewed by Chris Wallace for the latter's new interview show (9/23)

382. Justice Breyer speaks at the National Constitutional Center in Philadelphia with CEO Jeffrey Rosen (9/23)

383. Justice Kavanaugh speaks at a conference with foreign and American judges in Rome organized by Notre Dame University's Kellogg Institute for International Studies (9/23)

384. Justice Alito speaks at Catholic University's Columbus School of Law in Washington, D.C. (9/27)

385. Justice Jackson has a formal investiture ceremony in the Supreme Court courtroom (9/30)

386. Justice Jackson's post-investiture celebration is held at the Library of Congress (9/30)